
RAF Technology is the global leader in pattern 
recognition, offering data capture and verification 
software products that enable postal, courier, 
and transportation companies to read, identify 
and track shipping items without a bar code or 
RFID. RAF software is used for sorting to the 
highest address delivery point attributes possible 
for letters, flat mail, packets, and parcels, and is 
trusted and deployed by national posts and parcel 
delivery companies in over 20 countries.

RAF Technology provides the industry’s most 
advanced optical character recognition products 
for extracting data from different fonts and print 
styles, as well as intelligent character recognition 
for machine print and handwritten addresses, 

providing the highest read rates with the lowest 
error rates. Our software supports a wide variety 
of vision applications for both high speed letter 
sortation, tunnel scanning, and mobile device 
applications which can be seamlessly and rapidly 
deployed in fulfillment, transportation, and 
distribution environments. In the logistics industry, 
moving items with the fewest handlings defines 
efficiency. RAF can readily prove our compelling 
array of products outperform all others to 
optimize efficiencies across your network.

Part of Matthews International
Matthews International Corporation is a global 
provider of brand solutions, memorialization 
products and industrial technologies (NASDAQ 
MATW). Part of the Industrial Technologies 
segment, Matthews Automation Solutions 
comprises RAF, Pyramid | Compass, Lightning 
Pick, and Guidance Automation.
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Based in the United Kingdom, Guidance 
Automation is an award-winning pioneer in 
guidance, navigation and control technologies for 
automated guided vehicles (AGVs), autonomous 
mobile robots (AMRs) and other mobile robotics 
systems.

For over 30 years Guidance has delivered a broad 
range of autonomous transport solutions for 
airports, healthcare, production, bottling, printing, 
retail, marine, warehousing, and other mobile 
applications. Today they have thousands of active 
systems in service worldwide.

A premier provider of warehouse execution and 
control system software, Pyramid | Compass 
offers a proven platform for end users, systems 
integrators, distributors and material handling 
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs).

Our Warehouse Execution System (WES) 
optimizes product flow with real-time 
management of material handling equipment 
including AS/RS, conveyor, sorters, put walls, 
pick automation such as pick-to-light and more. 
The WES integrates interconnected systems to 
balance work, provide process visibility and boost 
end-to-end material flow. Our Order Finishing 
Systems automatically box or bag, insert packing 
slips, insert collateral and print and apply labels.

Matthews Lightning Pick is the leading North 
American provider of pick-to-light, put-to-light 
(put walls), pack-to-light, picking carts and 
other light-directed material handling systems. 
Lightning Pick software drives speed and accuracy 
in order picking and order sortation. We have 
the fastest growing light-directed picking user 
community, with over one thousand user sites.

Let’s talk about your application.
Matthews Automation Solutions

18211 NE 68th Street, Suite E-120
Redmond, WA 98052
Tel: 425.867.0700
info@raf.com
raf.com
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